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D233/28  Commerce  American Publications

Economics past and present basic teachings of the great economists 1958
The wise consumer 1942
Money and banks 1942
From barter to money 1941
A primer of economics 1941
Trade and commerce 1942
20th Century bookkeeping & accounting 1947
The education of the consumer 1924
Your savings workbook – number 1 & 2
War Department education manual EM730: fundamentals of advertising and workbook
Education manual EM714: the small business course 1 organization

D233/28  Commerce – Australian and New Zealand Publications

D233/28/1  ‘Life insurance’
Brown, F.J., N.S.W Education Department, 1957

D233/28/2  ‘Bookkeeping: Part 1 – First year’
Harborne, T., Consolidated Press, Sydney

D233/28/3  ‘Bookkeeping: Part 2 – Intermediate’
Harborne, T., Consolidated Press, Sydney

D233/28/4  ‘Descriptive economics’
Nankervis, F.T, Longmans, Green and Co., Melbourne, 1950

D233/28/5  ‘Man and his wants’
Irving, G.W., MacMillan and Co. Limited, Melbourne, 1938

D233/28/6  ‘Introductory accounting and commercial principles’
Burke, J., Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1957

D233/28/7  ‘Intermediate accountancy’
Smyth, E. Bryan and Glasheen, J.P., Consolidated Press Ltd., 1946

D233/28/8  ‘Commerce education workbook part 1 to Commerce for our times book 1’
Hensley, John and Oddie, Frank, Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1971

D233/28/9  ‘Commercial methods and bookkeeping’ Part I
Kerr, A.M., Carroll’s Pty. Ltd., Perth, 1957

D233/28/10  ‘Commercial methods and bookkeeping’ Part II
Kerr, A.M., Carroll’s Pty. Ltd., Perth

D233/28/11  ‘Handbook of business principles’
Kempster, T.I., Consolidated Press Ltd., Sydney, 1941

D233/28/12  ‘Business principles and practice’
Burke, J., Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1947
D233/28/13 ‘Graded book-keeping exercises for secondary schools’  
Fleming, R.H., Gillingham & Co. Ltd., Adelaide, 1940

D233/28/14 ‘Book-keeping theory for secondary schools’  
Fleming, R.H., Gillingham & Co. Ltd., Adelaide, 1941

D233/28/15 ‘Manual of governmental accounting in N.S.W’  
A.H. Pettifer, Government printer, Sydney, 1951

D233/28/16 ‘Whitcombe’s Intermediate business principles’  
Rowe, C.R., Whitcombe & Tombs Pty Ltd., Sydney, 1940

D233/28/17 ‘Whitcombe’s Practical book-keeping with exercises – intermediate  
secondary commercial course’  
Glasheen, J.P., Whitcombe & Tombs Pty Ltd., Sydney, 1955

D233/28/18 ‘Elementary accounting’  

D233/28/19 ‘Australian elementary bookkeeping’  
Barton, Albert E., Dymock’s, Sydney

Kerr, Ivo W., Angus and Robertson Limited, Sydney, 1933

Smyth, E.B., Sydney, 1942

D233/28/22 ‘Business principles and practice: a course for first year pupils’  
Clunies Ross, A., William Brooks & Co. Limited

D233/28/23 ‘Book-keeping and business accounts’  
Ernst, C.B., William Brooks & Co. Pty. Ltd., Brisbane

D233/28/24 ‘Business principles and practice’  
Clunies Ross, A., William Brooks & Co. Limited, Sydney,

D233/28/25 ‘Partnership accounts’  
Kerr, Ivo W., The Law Book Co of Aust.Ltd, Sydney, 1932

D233/28/26 ‘Elementary Bookkeeping exercises for schools’  
Bussman, Fredk., Department of Public Instruction of N.S.W., 1922

D233/28/27 ‘Constructive book-keeping’ Part 1  
Clunies Ross, A., William Brooks & Co. Ltd., Sydney,
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D233/28/28 ‘Business principles for secondary schools’
Brown, F.J., Whitcombe & Tombs Pty. Ltd., 1961

D233/28/29 ‘Book-keeping exercises for third year’
Pickering, Leonard W., Consolidated Press Ltd., Sydney, 1945

D233/28/30 ‘Book-keeping exercises for beginners’
Pickering, Leonard W., Shakespeare Head Press, Sydney, 1940

D233/28/31 ‘Supplementary exercises to Intermediate bookkeeping for secondary schools’
Pickering, Leonard W., Shakespeare Head Press, Sydney, 1940

D233/28/32 ‘Investment’

D233/28/33 ‘Whitcombe’s Practical bookkeeping’
Enting, E.L., Whitcombe and Tombs Limited, Auckland, 1925

D233/28/34 ‘Commerce 3: The stock exchange’
Government printer, New Zealand, 1952

D233/28/35 ‘Commerce 4: Banking in New Zealand’
Government printer, New Zealand, 1952

D233/28 Commerce British Publications

Look-about-you economics
Book-keeping the modern approach 1954
Principles of accounts 1954
A citizen of today 1957
Principles of accounts 1952
Groundwork of economics 1954
The co-operative movement at home and abroad 1947
Pitman’s shorthand instructor
The teach yourself books: banking 1953
Practical book-keeping
Pitman’s shorthand modern course
Book-keeping
Chambers’s book-keeping 1900
Book-keeping 1910
A basic course in commerce 1954
Manual of commercial correspondence
Approach to book-keeping 1959
Pitman’s commercial reader